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but theres no doubt that the vr industry is growing fast. in
the past year, vr startups have raised hundreds of millions
of dollars, and there are millions of users who have already
installed the required hardware. meanwhile, media firms
and advertisers are not waiting to see how the vr market

develops. in may, a leading media firm, playboy
enterprises, launched a vr company. it hired a veteran
industry executive to run the business, hired a group of

influential vr insiders to advise it on strategy, and invested
$25 million to create a vr studio. at playboyshe strips and

gets banged by a car. it was a really good experience, says
rhoades. i went for a car ride in the suburbs of l.a. just to
see what it was like. it was great. after we got the car out
of the garage, the first thing i did was lock the doors and
put it in reverse. the second i did was step on the gas. i

didnt do a whole lot of waiting around. i was like, all right,
im in the fucking driver seat, im driving, im going to do

this. i didnt even think about it. she gets to take a big dick
in the mouth before she goes down on her knees and

swallows. she wasnt at all nervous, says one man who met
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her at a party and used her, even though he doesnt
remember her name. he remembers that she wasnt at all
shy, and that she was very outgoing and friendly. she was

just an amazing person. playboy had a big influence on
me. i got the idea from looking at the pictures in there that
it could be done. i was one of the few guys at the time who

knew how to drive a stick-shift, and i thought, i could do
this.
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while we were interviewing her forplayboy, madison paige
revealed that she was not a huge fan of sex scenes in

video games. she was more interested in playing "a sexy
secretary" character who was there for story purposes

rather than for sexual gratification. although paige says
that women in games do objectify men, she believes that
most of the women in games are there to support their

man. in early 2007, playboypublished a guest column by
bobbi starrin which she gives advice to aspiring adult

entertainers. starr cites one young woman's desire to play
halo, explaining that a spokesperson for that game told
her that "as long as she stays in her underwear, she can

play anything she wants. i know this because i've talked to
her about it." starr goes on to say that she "couldn't tell

you how many times i've heard similar stories from other
dancers and performers. it's so bad, in fact, that some of
them are quitting the business and moving on to other,

more respectable, industries." the game is set in the year
2077, with 20 years having passed since the world was
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destroyed by radiation from the volcano that ended
humanity. resurrecting the world in its ancient past, the

city of new welson has been rebuilt using the ruins of the
past; the remnants of power from the volcano that warmed

the planet 200,000 years ago. the fabled past life of new
welson is now re-lived through a technologically advanced

virtual world created by the city's residents. the game
allows players to become the "augmented character," a

virtual being that is a composite of the user's body and the
augmented character's avatar in the virtual world, and also
allows players to become a virtual world character to fight

and interact with other characters. 5ec8ef588b
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